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Introduction
● The problem of spell correction is formulated as: given an alphabet Σ, a 

dictionary D consisting of strings in Σ*, and a spelling error s where s ∉ D and 
s ∈ Σ*, find the correction c ∈ D, so that c is most likely to have been 
erroneously typed as s [1]

● Context insensitive



Context-sensitive Spell Correction
● Confusion sets
● C = {w1, …, wn} where each word wi is ambiguous with each other word in the 

set
● If C = {desert, dessert}, whenever the spell correction program sees an 

occurrence of either desert or dessert, it takes it to be ambiguous and tries to 
infer from the context which of the two it should be



Ways to obtain confusion sets
● Finding words in the dictionary that are one typo away from each other
● Finding words that have the same or similar pronunciation
● Lists of words that are commonly confused relying on statistics



Baseline Method
● Sets the lowest standard
● During disambiguation of words w1 through wn in the confusion set, it ignores 

the context and always favors the statistically most commonword
● If C = {desert, dessert} and desert occurs more often than dessert in the 

training set, all occurrences of desert should be left as it is and of dessert 
should be changed to desert





Context Words
● The identity of an ambiguous word can be extracted from the words around it
● If the target word is unclear to be either desert or dessert, and there are 

words like arid, sand, sun, then it's most likely desert
● The probability for each wi is calculated using Bayes' rule [2]:



● Due to sparse data problem, we assume that the presence of a word is 
independent of the presence of any other word. This turns the previous 
equation into the following:





Collocations
● The method of context words is good at capturing generalities that depend on 

the presence of nearby words
● But it ignores their order
● A collocation expresses a pattern of syntactic elements around the target 

word, such as words and part-of-speech tags



● If we consider the example of desert, dessert, a collocation for desert might 
be

○  PREP the ____
● This collocation would match the sentences:

○  Travelers entering from the desert were confounded . . .
○ . . . along with some guerrilla fighting in the desert
○  . . . two ladies who lay beside him in the desert . . .



● Unlike context words, collocations cannot be assumed to be independent. 
● Consider the following collocations for desert:

○ PREP the ___
○ in the ___
○ the ___

● These collocations are highly interdependent (they conflict)
● If two pieces of evidence conflict, one of them is eliminated the decision is 

based on the rest of the evidences
● The most common approach to elimination is to assign each evidence a 

strength and eliminate the one with lower strength



Decision Lists
● The method of decision lists is a hybrid method that combines context words 

and collocations [3]
● Context words pick up generalities that are expressed in an 

order-independent way whereas collocations capture order-dependent 
generalities

● One big list of all features
● The features are sorted in order of decreasing strength
● The first feature that matches is used to classify the target word



Bayesian Classifiers
● Decision lists prove that combining two complementary methods -context 

words and collocations- result in effective results
● Uses single strongest piece of evidence for a given problem
● Golding et al. [4] propose that a better performance can be obtained by taking 

into account all available evidence
● It traverses the entire list, combining evidence from all matching feature
● Resolve conflicts if they arise





A Combined Approach: Trigrams and Bayesians [6]

● For a given confusable word in a sentence, the most likely part-of-speech is 
determined for that location using trigrams of POS.

● If there is only one word that can be tagged with that POS among the 
confusion set of the confusable word, then we conclude.

● Multiple words? Then the features are taken into account using the bayesian 
classifiers to pick one from those words.





A Combined Approach: Trigrams and Bayesians
● Each one of the individual methods perform worse than their combination.
● Main idea: Complementarity of the methods is utilized.



Arabic

● Arabic has a rich and complex morphology as it applies both concatenative 
and non-concatenative morphotactis

● (to thank) َشَكَر

● (and she thanked him) َوَشَكَرتُھ

● (and they will be summoned) َوَسُیسَتُدَعوَن

● A verb, such as  َشَكَر, generates 2552 valid forms

● A noun, such as ُمَعلِّم, generates 519 valid forms



● Attia et al [5] developed a hybrid spell checker for Arabic that has three 
components which are the following:

○ Error detection through a dictionary (or a reference word list)
○ Candidate generation through edit distance as implemented in a finite 

state compiler
○ Best candidate selection using an n-gram language model





German
● Famously known for allowing the concatenated combinations of words, also 

known as “compounding”.
● The amount of the valid words is therefore practically indefinite.
● A compound word in German language is not necessarily a plain 

concatenation of two words, but may rather involve [7]:
○ the addition of a “linking element” in between the segments,
○ the shortening of segments,
○ or a segment getting morphed.

● Complexity of the problem of spell checking in compounding languages is 
higher.
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